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DISCLAIMER

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of
the United States Government.  Neither the United States Government nor the
University of California nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express
or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States
Government or the University of California.  The views and opinions of authors
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or the University of California, and shall not be used for advertising
or product endorsement purposes.



Successful Integration of Pollution Prevention Strategies during Deactivation
and Decommissioning of Chemistry R&D Facilities

Introduction

The Chemistry &
a four-year space

Corrine D. Burgin, LLNL, (510) 422-5649
Mitch A. Waterman, LLNL, (510) 422-4400

Material Sciences (C&MS) Directorate is in the third year of
consolidation plan (Figure 1). Jn 1994, approximately half of

the total directorate square footage was comprised of 40-year old wet
chemistry research buildings that had exceeded their useful life and were
viewed as legacy facilities to the program. This mix of old vs. new laboratory
space was not properly aligned nor suited for the future needs of C&MS, from
both the cultural or economic position, thus change was needed. C&MS
instituted an aggressive, strategic, business-driven space consolidation
initiative, called SAT (Space Action Team), to optimize space utilization,
reduce annual costs, meet strategic program needs, and consolidate activities
by functional area.

The plan called for a 4-year process beginning in FY-95 to realign the
directorate’s facility portfolio through relocations, consolidations, transfer of
facility ownership, demolition of trailers and new construction with a 20%
sq. /ft. reduction as an end goal. As with all business driven initiatives,
existing operating costs, implementation costs, cost avoidance and future
operating costs were key metrics to measure against the strategic goal. Where
P2 was not a essential element in the strategic planning process, it played a
key role in the continuing success of the process.

SAT is in year three of the four year plan (-$5M investment), which has
made a major contribution to the success of C&MS by achieving the
directorate’s goals of improving the utilization of space by 3O”1O,increasing
quality of the facilities, and reducing annual operating costs. To date, SAT has
achieved an on-going organizational facility charge savings of $2M/year,
minimized Program downtime, transferred 120,000 sq. ft. to new owners,
relocated 86 labs, vacated 9 buildings, deactivated, decommissioned and
decontaminated four 40+ yr. old R&D facilities, and demolished 9 trailers
with no incidents or injuries. Our process cost continues to decline through
lessons learned and P2 opportunities.

Our paper will focus on three different aspects of the SAT process; team
structure and process, laboratory relocations, and building D&D (deactivation
& decommissioning).



Team Structure and Process

The Space Action Team (SAT) is tasked to implement the directorate’s
strategic space consolidation plan. Due to the unique hazards associated with
DOE R&D facilities: explosives, carcinogens, mutagens, radiological issues,
organic/inorganic chemicals, pyrophorics, or existing unknown conditions,
laboratory relocations could not proceed under a “business as usual”
approach.

To achieve the strategic goal, C&MS avoided assembling a cookie-cutter team
of look-alike staff and favored a cross-directorate collaborative team of
individuals with diverse strengths and skills who would rise to the challenge
and work towards excellence. The standard project management paradigm
would not work; we had to have more than a plan, we needed a dream team
with a goal who could implement P2 where the rubber met the road.

An issue preventing such a team was the lab’s matrix system. Support
organizations generally provide staff as needed, per assignment, which was
counter to our team concept. Continuous improvement requires continuous
participation and lessons learned have no value if the team roster changes
daily. The matrix system yielded to our strategy and provided C&MS with the
dedicated staff we requested.

Our SAT consists of a Team Leader, Health and Safety coordinator, Hazardous
Waste Management (HWM) technician, full discipline Health and Safety
technician, Electronics Engineering coordinator, CAD operator, Resource
Manager, and a multi-skill Craft Supervisor with team-dedicated crafts.
Additionally, SAT is supported by one Environmental, Safety and Health
(ES&H) team that provides single-point contact with health physics,
industrial hygiene, fire protection, explosive safety, environmental, and
industrial safety expertise to the SAT team.

SAT is a full service one-stop-shopping team sized to provide safe cost
efficient support to research staff. Use of this team has two benefits,
researchers remain free to focus on scientific effort and moves are conducted
using fully trained staff.

#

Lessons Learned: The left hand must know what the right hand intends to
do. Close, correct, understandable, simple and clear communications are
paramount.

Discovery of Opportunities during Preconstruction

Laboratories housed in +40 year old legacy facilities generally began as an
experiment that time, and corporate memory, forgot. The lack of accurate or
non-existing historical spill maps, swipe records or program process
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knowledge makes characterization either a gold miner’s delight to be
harvested with glee, or an Environmental Analyst’s nightmare.
Uncharacterized piping, process systems, original-installation fume hoods,
vent systems, drains, and excess program scientific apparatus could also make
re-use, reclamation, reutilization a potential high risk activity. It is in this
arena that the majority of risk exists, and if coupled with a relocation activity,
the single perfect opportunity to obtain the greatest P2 gains.

Laboratory Relocation

Pret31anning

All SAT relocations begin with a Project Work Plan (PWP) which describes
the proposed activity, chemicals being used, hazards, effluents and proposed
modifications. Two PWPS are generated; one describing the construction
related activity, the other programmatic work. Both PWPS are distributed to
ES&H Team 3 members who then meet with SAT to scope out the
programmatic needs of the client being relocated. The scope includes touring
the existing laboratory, understanding client scheduling needs, what
materials are being relocated, equipment salvaged, excessed, disposed of and
the characteristics of these materials (radioactive or hazardous, precious,
controlled, etc.).

A tour of the new lab is also completed to assure the relocated activities are
compatible in the new location, determine what preparations are needed to
accommodate the new laboratory occupant, and determine what materials
can be salvaged /excesses or disposed of as part of preparing the laboratory for
the new occupant. Upon completion of the tours, CAD layouts are prepared
for ES&H discipline design input on material selection, ventilation
requirements, material compatibility/substitution for P2, chemical/
radiation/carcinogen storage consolidation, minimization of fume effluents,
liquid waste stream reduction, and ES&H mitigation.

P2 cost reduction opportunities discovered prior to construction are easily
incorporated into Program and construction plans with minimal cost impact.
k most cases, P2 implementation during pre-planning will achieve
immediate cost reductions, easily placing the Environmental Analyst into a
win/ win position.

The next, and most essential ingredient is the roundtable meeting between
clients, SAT, and the ES&H Team representatives. The roundtable’s purpose
is to openly discuss the intent of the scope of work, client ti.meline and
milestone requirements and ES&H considerations that may impact the
relocation. Upon completion of the roundtable, ES&H comments and
suggestions ale inco~”orated into an updated CAD drawing, signed
client, and issued to crafts for engineering, design, and estimating.

by the
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Lessons Learned: The preconstruction roundtable process is a notable
variation from the standard practice of engineering, design, and estimating to
prepare a “strawman” for ES&H experts to critique. The traditional process
has inherent delays, is an iterative process, and has severe cost impacts in
implementation. Because key ES&H issues are addressed early in the SAT
process, the likelihood of a “showstopper” being identified after a final design
is completed is minimized, if not eliminated entirely.

Where the Rubber Meets the Road

SAT relocations begin with Management Pre-Start reviews to ensure they are
carried out in a safe manner, required documentation specifying controls for
the safe execution of the relocation are posted in the work area, and that
training is current. Strict controls are provided to reduce the potential for
spills or cross contamination including swipe surveys of equipment being
relocated from radioactive material handing areas, lab packing of all
chemicals being transported, and specialized procedures for moving more
complex equipment, such as glove boxes.

Swipe data, equipment release sample reports, asbestos and lead sample
analysis and other environmental sampling is recorded and captured for
future use. Jn the event the vacated lab is legacy space (will not be re-
occupied), a swipe and contamination map is mounted in the room to begin
an “as exists” documentation file to assist with future D&D efforts.

One of the pollution prevention strategies utilized at LLNL is to limit the
number and variety of chemicals stored in individual labs by creating central
storage areas. As laboratories are being relocated, chemical consolidation
opportunities are identified. Excess chemicals no longer needed by
researchers are sent to the LLNL Chemical Exchange Warehouse (CHEW).
This reduces the hazardous risk in individual labs and provides an
opportunity for other programs to obtain needed chemicals at no or low cost
to their Program. Equipment determined to be under-utilized, excess, or
unused is also released for return, re-issue, or salvage.

A second Management Pre-Start review occurs upon completion of the lab
relocation, cond~cted by the Facility Manager and Line M-magement, to verify
readiness to operate in the new facility. Pre-start reviews include verification
of controls such as HEPA filtered ventilation systems, liquid waste retention
systems, and engineering controls that assure waste cannot be discharged
accidentally to air, sanitary sewer, or storm water systems, and that
operational activities comply with the originally approved PWP.



Lessons Learned:
Laboratories relocated through the SAT process passed their Pre-Starts on the
first review. Line Management received greater hputto, md assurance on,
employee training performance.
The annual C&MS Equipment Audit was able to track and verify the location
of all accountable property relocated through the SAT process.
The teaming concept of SAT, Client and the ES&H disciplines has successfully
avoided any injuries or incidents.
Excess chemicals not disposed of as waste are reissued, reducing
manufacturing needs and chemical transportation, saving procurement costs,
and reducing the LLNL waste stream.
Win/Win: Property Accounting, P2, Client, Materials Management, Resource
Management, Project Management.
Pay back: Elimination of construction change orders, substitution of less
hazardous materials, less procurement requirements, client tirneline
achieved. Since 1995, SAT has sent a total of 779 chemicals to CHEW for
reuse; chemicals which would previously have been disposed of through
HWM.

Building Deactivation

Building deactivation planning simultaneously occurs as clients relocate out
of facilities. SAT HWM and HC technicians, adhering to strict RadCon
release criteria, control the release of all material from Radioactive Materials
Management Areas (RMMAs), Carcinogen Work Areas (CWA), or other toxic
or hazardous work sites. This information is invaluable and an economic
opportunity. All sampling, characterizing, and analyzing of equipment,
floors, walls, sinks, drains or cabinets during relocation essentially produces a
limited “as exists” documented map of the building that can be extrapolated,
using limited historical knowledge, to produce a workable starting point for
D&D. This map is expanded to include documenting potential or known
carcinogen, high explosive, standard industrial chemical, heavy metal,
building drain, fume hood and legacy process equipment locations.

Development of this map is an essential step prior to building
decommissioning and possible demolition. It forms the basis for limitations
on possible reuse, cost estimation of future D&D work, and determination of
safety controls for surveillance and maintenance while the building is
unoccupied.

In the LLNL philosophy, building deactivation requires all non-facility
equipment, process chemicals, non-appurtenant equipment be removed from
the facility, and non-essential facility utilities be disconnected or rendered
inoperable.
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As facilities are deactivated, a Shutdown, Surveillance and Maintenance Plan
is developed to ensure the building is adequately maintained to manage the
potential ES&H risk. Of particular concern is preventing the spread of any
potential contamination due to roof leaks or failure of containment features.
Typical plans include provisions for rodent and pest control, visual
inspection for leaks or disturbance of asbestos containing materials, and swipe
surveys for radiation or other contaminants, as appropriate.

Building Decommissioning

In 1996, C&MS relocated it’s laboratories from buildings 224,225,226, and 228
as part of our space consolidation plan, thus leaving the buildings vacant and
available for reuse. Site specific rules at LLNL prohibited process
contaminated buildings from being returned back to the Institution, thus
C&MS was required to retain ownership and continue to pay a space charge
on legacy facilities. That option was not acceptable because these facilities had
no future value to the directorate. Since the goal of the plan was to reduce
future operating costs, and these buildings represented future costs, the
decision to decommission was resolved by evaluating the Return on
Investment vs. costs to decontaminate and release.

Buildings 224 and 226 were 1950’s-vintage facilities, specially designed to
conduct hot separations of samples from the Nevada Test Site. After the NTS
work relocated in 1967, these buildings supported various programs including
explosives testing and development, special research involving heavy metals,
conventional wet chemistry, and environmental sample processing.
Building 225, also of 1950’s vintage, was designed and used for high
explosives research, testing, and development. Building 228 was originally a
high explosives storage magazine that was later converted to house a
retention tank system dedicated to B226. The total square footage of these
buildings equaled 6,836 sq. ft. With the exception of historical knowledge of
past programs housed in the facilities, no facility-specific contamination
documentation beyond the past 10 years was available, and rumors abounded.

The decision to simultaneously deactivate and decontaminate these facilities
was made late in June, 1996. SAT initiated the preplanning and roundtable
process in July and started actual work the first week in August. The project
involved the removal of 19 chemical hoods, associated equipment, lab
benches, countertops, sinks (barrel traps), house vacuum systems, process gas
systems, and real property equipment deactivation (e.g., re-capturing freon
from AC units). Building 228’s retention tank system, comprised of two 500
gallon tanks, piping, pumps, valves, and associated equipment, was also to be
removed.



The laboratories relocated from both of these buildings had operated as
RMMA’s, therefore “as exists” swipe maps of the accessible building surfaces
had been completed for both B224 and 226 during the program’s relocation.

Since radioactive contamination was considered the worst case scenario for
disposal options, an extensive sampling plan, based on a NTS Low Level
Waste protocol, was developed to characterize the equipment.

A major concern during project preplanning was the potential for creating
mixed (radioactive and hazardous) waste through blanket removal, storage,
and subsequent sampling of experimental and building ventilation
equipment. In the event this was determined to be mixed waste, this action
would have overwhelmed our HWM capability. To address and eliminate
this concern, we decided to conduct an initial screening for radioactive and
mercury contamination. Two SAT Health and Safety technicians supported
by dedicated crafts, methodically labeled, opened, swiped, sampled, and re-
sealed each system. Once radioactivity and mercury contamination levels
were eliminated as potential waste concerns, secondary swipes were taken for
a variety of potential contaminants, including solvents, acids or bases (pH),
heavy metals, and explosives.

The entire project, from decision to decontaminate to closure, was completed
in 90 days at a total client project cost of $240K (which equals $35.10 per square
foot). We removed 19 fume hood systems, including hoods, ducts, blowers,
stacks, and sleepers. Based on extensive characterization, we established that
most components were below release limits for salvage or recycling. Only
one hood had to be disposed of as hazardous waste. For metal and PVC fume
hood ductwork, plenums, and stacks, 56 items were releasable as recyclable, 44
were releasable as scrap metal due to slightly elevated lead analysis results,
and approximately 90 items were releasable for reuse. Three-quarters of a ton
of fiberglass ducting and miscellaneous non-repsable material was sent to
sanitary landfill.

Vacuum lines including valves, lines, pumps, and receivers were also
removed. Many of the vacuum lines, including an excavated underground
line, were contaminated with non-detonable levels of organic explosives and
disposed of as hazardous waste.

Miscellaneous countertops, benches, cabinets were sent out as wood scrap.

lLessons Learned: While the sampling protocol was based on anticipated I
contaminants, the initial results ilea;ly showed less radioactive -
contamination then expected. As this information was being developed in
real time, the sampling protocol was not downscoped which resulted in
higher sampling costs then necessary. Strategic in-field sampling should be
used as the basis to determine the overall sampling plan. Had we strategically
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sampled, then prepared the overall sampling plan, we would have reduced
our sample costs 40Y0. Do not base your sampling plan on rumored levels of
contamination.
Develop a process that works and let it grow. Communicate to work smart
and safe and record your errors as lessons learned. Near the end of the
decommissioning project, when we almost became lax, explosives
contaminated water was discovered where least expected (in a “dry” vacuum
line). Problems always develop where not expected, always stay on your toes,
Murphy lives in legacy buildings.
Pay back We stayed on cost and schedule. operating costs decreased.

Conclusions

The SAT succeeds because of it member’s diverse strengths and varied skills.
Use of a multi-disciplined team generates the flexibility essential to meet
changing conditions in D&D projects. Find, good people and work to keep
them. Continuous improvement requires continuous participation and
lessons learned have no value if the team roster changes daily. The team’s
success depends on the team’s cohesion. Developing clear and
understandable communication links between the ES&H disciplines, clients
and crafts is essential to success.
Build a trackable, documented “as exists” contamination map as you work;
economy of scale provides rapid financial payback.
Use strategic in field sample results to determine project sampling strategy
and PPE requirements. Stay away from rumored contamination as the basis
for the overall sampling plan. Do not sample against the periodic table.
Control over the job area is essential to ensure safe operations.
Keep current with cutting edge approved sampling and decon technologies to
minimize your sampling and waste streams and to gain best advantage for
recycling options.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No.
W-7405-Eng-48.
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